PERSIAN – (CODE – 023)  
Class – IX

Time : 3 Hrs  80 Marks

A. **Reading Section**  
1. Unseen Passage of simple Persian  10 Marks

B. **Writing Section**  
1. Paragraph Writing (50 words)  06 Marks
2. Sick leave application  04 Marks

C. **Grammar and Translation**  
1. Subject and Predicate  
2. Ism-e-fail wa Mafool  
3. Noun (Singular & Plural)  
4. Zameer (Persons)  
5. Huroofe Izafe (Huroof-e-jar)  
6. Infinitive and their meaning (Masadir wa Maani)  
   - Translation  
     1. Persian sentences into Urdu/Hindi/English.  
     2. Urdu/Hindi/English sentences into Persian.

D. **Grammar and Translation**  
40 Marks  
- Farsi wa Dastoor (Book I) by Dr. Zahrai Khanlari  
  Publisher – M/s Idarah-e-Adabiyaat-e-Delhi  
  Jayyad Press, Ballimaran, Delhi-110006  
  1. Be-nameh-e- Ezad Bakshandeh (Poem)  
  2. Dastaan-e- Khair-o-Shar (Part I, II, III)  
  3. Pesrak-i-Fidakar  
  4. Mehman-Nawazi  
  5. Umar Khayyam  
  6. Munazrah-i-Nakh-o-Soozan (Poem)  
- Amoozish-e-Zabane Farsi (Kitabe Sewum) Book III  
  Available at 18 Tilak Marg, Iran Culture House, New Delhi  
  1. Hame Beham  
  2. Fasle Payeez

E. **Internal Assessment**  
20 Marks  
1. Writing Project  05 Marks  
   Grammar based Chart  
2. Oral test on a given topic from prescribed text  05 Marks  
3. Debate  10 Marks  
   Group Discussion  
   Reading and Recitation of Persian text.
7. **Reading Section**
   2. Unseen Passage of simple Persian 10 Marks
8. **Writing Section** 10 Marks
   3. Paragraph Writing (50 words) 06 Marks
   4. Letter / Application Writing 04 Marks
9. **Grammar and Translation section** 20 Marks
   a) Grammar
      i. Noun
      ii. Zameer
      iii. Sifat
      iv. Tenses (Past, Present future) (Zaman-e- Maazi, Haal wa-Mustaqbil)
      v. Masadir and Muzare with their meaning in Urdu / Hindi / English
   b) Translation 10 Marks
      i. Translation of simple persian sentences into English/ Hindi or Urdu.
      ii. Translation of simple sentences from English, Hindi or Urdu into Persian.
10. **Literature (Prose and Poetry)** 40 Marks
    Prescribed Textbooks
    • Farsi wa Dastoor (Book I) by Dr. Zahrai Khanlari
      Publisher – M/s Idarah-e-Adabiyaat-e-Delhi
      Jayyad Press, Ballimaran, Delhi-110006
      1. Baaz-e-Bawafa
      2. Sazmaan-e-Milal-e-Muttahid
      3. Qissa-e Bahraam-o-Kanizak (Part I, II, III)
      4. Poem – Chashma-wa-sang
    • Amoozish-e-Zabane Farsi (Kitabe Sewum) Book III
      Available at 18 Tilak Marg, Iran Culture House, New Delhi
      1. Roobah-wa-kharoos (Navishatri)
      2. Dehqan-e-Fidakar
      3. Murghabi-Wa-Laak Pusht
      4. Mohammad Bin Zakariya Razi
5. Poem – Kitab-e-Khoob

11. **Internal Assessment**  
   - Writing Project 05 Marks
     a) Appreciation of a Persian Poem/Prose
     b) Good Handwriting
     c) Grammar based chart
   - Oral test on a given topic from prescribed text 05 Marks
   - Eloquence Test 10 Marks
     a. Debate
     b. Group Discussion
     c. Reading and Recitation of Persian texts.